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Business Opportunity
Wysdom is a well known and respected brand within the dental sector providing Practice Management Systems
(PMS) to dentists. It has a very strong and established team of dedicated staff who are relishing the opportunity to
develop the business and return it to its market-leading position as a true pioneer and innovator in the sector with
an all new unique PMS whilst utilising a truly innovative hybrid Cloud-plus-local-server system - CloudPlus®.

For the first time ever this enables near-guaranteed up-time for browser-based software ensuring continuity of
service and minimising the risks, both financial and reputational, that come with unreliable or just plain slow
Internet access. It also substantially reduces the exposure to loss of service due to security attacks such as
Ransom-ware, which is becoming an ever increasing threat to business, and gives the comfort factor of local data
‘over there in the corner’.

It also gives direct local connectivity to other equipment which SaaS systems just cannot do. In fact when a
business goes ‘Cloud’ they in some ways go backwards in terms of functionality, but CloudPlus®avoids this.

At the request of existing PMS customers Wysdom has also created a ground-breaking staff shift & holiday
management system - RotaAngel® - which will be part of the PMS package but is also a stand-alone service for non-
PMS users in dental and other clinical settings. The key to the RotaAngel® system is that whereas most shift systems
are just glorified spreadsheets with day of the week headings and staff just listed on the left, showing the hours ‘in’
in the intersecting cell, RotaAngel® is visual showing a workplace space and who is in when. The income from this is
included conservatively in the figures but also has substantial potential for exploitation outside of healthcare.

Funding Requirement - £300-500k for up to 20% shareholding
COVID has decimated the dental sector since March 2020 in may ways and in particular sales of capital equipment,
so the need for a cash injection is required to cover some of that shortfall and see the company through the next
few months while we upgrade the existing customer base and start on the implementation of new customers. It will
then be used to accelerate the marketing and ultimate growth of the core dental business. At the same time there
will be additional resource to develop and exploit the tech’ for use by other parties.

Exit Strategy
The financial forecast gives a good indication of where Wysdom should be as a business by year end 2025/26 which
is the latest target date of the directors Glenn & Jo Wynsor for withdrawal from the business, probably by means of
a trade sale. Since the current owners took over all the staff have shown a level of commitment and ownership that
many companies would love to emulate and it is their dedication that has helped the company stabilise and
become the great platform that it now is; ready to drive forward. They are all committed to Wysdom’s success and
will benefit at the point of sale from the employee share scheme.

There is no doubt that with a conservative EBITDA level of around £2.5m at financial year end May 2026 - as shown
in the figures - the sale value would be in excess of £15m using the usual multiples and represent a 600% return.

And just again we should emphasise that these figures do not take into account the considerable additional
revenue potential outside the core dental sector.
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The CloudPlus® tech’ has also been developed as a
platform in its own right and has serious potential for
exploitation in other market sectors and locations
probably using a partnership/licensing model, and
this may well outgrow the core dental business side.
However this potential is not included in this business
plan’s forecast figures as we felt it important to create

a viable and increasingly profitable dental business in
in the first instance, giving a solid platform for the
company; also a comfort factor for investors.
The technology has already gained interest from
potential partners and this gives us encouragement
for what can be achieved on top of the core dental
business once we are ready to consider licensing.



The Problem - The Cloud
Dentists like many other businesses are moving more to
Cloud-based software (commonly known as Software as
a Service) for ease of access and simplification of system
requirements. SaaS programs are operated through a
browser - Chrome for example - rather than being on
the actual device and can therefore be used on virtually
any hardware such as PCs, laptops, phones and tablets.

However SaaS applications have some fundamental
limitations, namely:

• Fast, stable Internet access is essential and
many users of Wysdom’s legacy system
just do not have good enough
broadband, so could not be migrated
to a new Cloud-only system. This
would mean maintaining the legacy
system as well as a new system and
many competitors are having to do
this to keep their customers

• Some functionality is limited or time-consuming
such as linking to printers, X-Ray systems and other
hardware. This is a backwards step in functionality
and connectivity

• Concerns over system failures and security are a
growing concern as attacks and Ransomware
occurrences continue to grow

• Customer Data is not ‘local’ and that gives many
users a less than comfortable feeling and should the
very worst happen how do they continue to operate

The Wysdom Solution
Wysdom has developed CloudPlus®as a new and unique
concept in small business servers with built-in SaaS
capabilities that removes these limitations and concerns
entirely.

It therefore gives all the advantages expected of Cloud
software such as connectivity from any (approved)
device, 24/7, but with none of the disadvantages. And
safe in the knowledge that the data is also held securely

in ‘the box in the corner’.

Why Wysdom?
Since being established in the early
nineties Wysdom has held a strong
reputation in the dental sector as a
customer-focused business and

innovative supplier.

Unique features such as icon-driven charting
makes the Wysdom system very easy to learn and use.

Our team has extensive technical & clinical expertise
and experience therefore has the ability to create a
leading-edge, innovative solution driven by a desire to
put Wysdom back to being a market-leading PMS
software supplier.

Wysdom has also extended its range of services to
include RotaAngel® staff management and sales of other
products to the sector including capital equipment like
X-Ray Systems & Digital Cameras as well as a range of
consumables to leverage customer lifetime value.

Expectations
The new system gives a strong platform to re-engage
with the profession, offering a unique hybrid solution
with all the benefits of browser-based software but none
of its limitations.

This then leads on to exploitation of the underlying
technology in partnerships outside of the dental vertical
market, where the potential is enormous.

“There’s a way
to do it better –
find it.”

Thomas Edison
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A Problem Worth Solving?
Wysdom's legacy system was seen as an old fashionedpiece of
software. It still did the job and was comparable to the two
market leaders’ current offeringsbut todayall legacysoftware
suppliers are vulnerable to more modern glossy systems,
especially whensomeone retiresand sells the practiceor new
staff join and become influencers.

At the same time, just creating a new system that looks good
will not overcome the primary issues that come with all
SaaS, as already mentioned in the Overview, namely:

Broadband speed & availability
Even though there are now significant efforts being made to
deliver universal access to high speed reliable broadband,
the reality is that it will be several years before it is achieved
in the UK.

Therefore businesses that donot haveaccess
to a good broadband service, particularly
those in more rural areas, cannot move to
take advantage of cloud systems. Similarly
those that in theory currently have it but
still suffer from irregular speed or regular
breaks in service are reluctant to commit as
it can cost them money as well as potential
damage to their reputation when they are not
able to operate.

Integration to ‘local’ hardware
Cloud-based software, by definition, does nothave aphysical
presence in the business location. Formany applications this
is not a problem, but for a business such as a dental practice
it canprove particularly difficult. Hereare just some examples
of the issues faced:

1. Dentists use X-Ray and other Digital equipment that
produce very large image files that with some systems
need to be attached directly to patient records and with
slow broadband the whole system can grind to a halt.

2. The patient record needs to be accessed and updated
by the X-Ray system’s software via integration links. This
is relatively simple when software is locally installed but
it is challenging to link seamlessly to remote, cloud
software.

3. Linking to other ‘local’ equipment such as a credit card
terminal for integrated payments is difficult.

4. Printing from cloud-based software is a particular
issue as it usually means manually choosing the
printer from those available and then using the
preferences function for size, colour, resolution etc.
to successfully produce the final document. This is
time-consuming at best and in a busy practice
dealing with a constant flow of patients is really not
practical.

The Wysdom Solution
Wysdom has a new, modern and flexible piece of Practice
Management System software to exceed the very best
systems available. It is built on technically solid and
modern architecture in a modular form to allow easy
updating and expansion as the system is grown to offer

extended functionality and new features.

Wysdom also uniquely addresses the
fundamental problems of all cloud-based
softwarewith a unique solution - CloudPlus®

An in-housedesigned, unique local software
server synchronises with the customer’s
new Wysdom cloud-based software. The
software automatically switches from local

server to cloud andvice versa should onenot
be available or is running slow.

It has multiple disks that protect the local version of
the customer’s system and data, effectively acting as a
backup to the cloud system, which is still a preferred
option for users; they like to know that their data is ‘in the

box in the corner’ as well as storedon some invisible server

in the ether.

CloudPlus® therefore gives a substantially higher level of
availability and security for the Wysdom solution that no

competitor can match, plus a significant comfort factor

to the user as most SaaS suppliers do not even offer

downloads of customer data, let alone a full local

working system.

A second independent computer in the CloudPlus® unit
manages other functions such as security, automated
one-click printing control - via a unique document and
printer profiling tool - as well as local network connectivity
for hardware such as a credit card machine and digital
X-Ray & camera equipment..

“I want to put
a ding in the
universe.”

Steve Jobs
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Key Data
The market structure is relatively simple but note that there
is very little definitive data available, therefore these figures
are an educated guess based on general research:

● 12,000 UK private and NHS dental practices and each
country has its own separate NHS system requirements

● at least 1,000 practices have changed system over the
last five years

● 20% work under a Corporate banner (groups of 6 - 800)

● 10-15% fully Private Practices (including a very high
percentage of Corporates)

● 60% arenow providingbasic ormore advanced
Aesthetic treatments (Botox, fillers etc.)

● 20% and growing use Cloud-based
software

Competitors
The twomarket leadersaccount for around
half of the entire market, they are:

1 -Henry Schein Group - who’s current product is
Software of Excellence (SOE) with 3,000+ sites. They also
acquired the cloud software Dentally with 600+

2 - Carestream - current product R4, 2,500 sites

Both systems are legacy desktop based but they recently
announced cloud products which they will be looking to
push out. But the sheer numbers of data conversions
involved means that it may take several years to move all
their customers, particularly in the case of SOE who allow
some personalisation of each system which we know to be
difficult to be convert automatically.

This will create apinch pointwhere their customers maywell
look at other options, giving a good opportunity for the
smaller players.

The remainder of the market is then served by a handful of
smaller and medium size players who mainly serve England
& Wales. There are also a couple of small Scotland-only
suppliers and a small number of private only practices that
use non-UK software.

They have amix of cloud or locally installed systems ageing
in range from three to twenty years.

Again there is no definitive data on the number of sites
served by each of these companies but they range from the
fifties to a few hundred.

Pricing
Each supplier has their own way of pricing. Some are
monthly rollingcontracts, someannual. Somecharge for
each computer using the software and some just pay
based on the numberof surgeries (i.e. admin’ licenses are
‘free’). Some include basic online backup space.

Prices therefore vary substantially and are not easy to
compare inexact terms, but the lowest price for a typical
four surgery practice is £150 per month for a very basic
system and the highest around £325 for a more
sophisticated one. This plan is assuming that Wysdom's
new system will be priced at around £375 per month but
ours will include the CloudPlus® server rental.

On top of this customers often pay extra for SMS
(text messaging services), backup services,

tablet device software and a variety of
enhanced services.

Wysdom customers currently pay a
combined fee annually in advance for
the software license (and support) and
hardware maintenance but this will be
separated out. Software will be monthly
subscription based and the hardware

side may decline over time as customers will
no longer need Wysdom-supplied computer

systems, so they could move to more local support.

Focus
Wysdom would initially concentrate on:

1. Practices thatare geographically local toour Milton
Keynes officeas peopledo still like the idea ofa local
supplier that they can get to know

2. Ex-customers

3. Practices in areas known to have poor broadband
services

4. The two market leaders’ customers because of the
fact that their primary legacy software is probably
going to be around for several years in many
practices

5. Smaller Corporates, as they mostly work with the
market leaders and would particularly value the
more reliable up-time element

Note: Larger Corporates are unlikely to change systems
easily because of the costs in terms of cash, training
requirements anddata conversion issues. Theyalso tend
to not partner with what they see as ‘small’ companies.
As timemoves onand Wysdomgrows then it maybe there
is an opportunity to start a conversation with the larger
corporates.

“If you want
something new,
you have to
stop doing
something old.”

Peter Drucker
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CloudPlus® Hybrid Technology
Wysdom CloudPlus® is a hybrid design and an insurance
against cloud connectivity failure.

It is synchronised between the practice’s local system and
the cloudby sophisticatedunderlying softwarearchitecture
and data management. It is therefore the only system that
can offer virtually guaranteed continuity in any location.

PMS companies want more customers and it is clearly the
smaller ones who have been having success in expanding
recently - largely at the expenseof themarket leaders - and
Wysdom intends to replicateand exceed their achievements
as it will have a significantly superior proposition that far
surpasses anything currently available.

New Wysdom Software
Wysdom’s ICONic legacy software’s clinical
charting was widely accepted as the easiest
to learn and use because of its unique icon-
driven methodology and we are using and
improving on this in the newsystem tomake
it even more streamlined.

Similarly Wysdomhas other currently unique
charts that have been revised and reused as
well as other unique elements not currently available in

most other systems.

One of the upcoming NHS initiatives is for all system
suppliers touse SNOMEDCT* for clinical definitions to give
data consistencyand allow for muchmore NHS data-mining

and clinical reporting. The new Wysdom system will use this

as its core data basis so will be well ahead of the game and

therefore future-proofing (as much as one can) the system

from major rewrites.

Some of our unique features will include:

● CRM for ‘non-patient’ communications to allow all
emails to reside in one place rather than practices
having to use GMail and the like

● Multiple levels of reportingand FlexibleDashboards

● Intelligent, personalised screen views to reduce
screen clutter

● Inter-branch messaging

● Patient transfer between practices - both within
practice groups and, in a patient-approved form,
to other Wysdom system users

● Integration of third-party AI based note-taking
system

● ePrescribing integration

● Profiling of patients for Automated
Marketing & Communications

Support
Staff at Wysdom are second to none in
their technical system experience and

clinical knowledge as some are ex-dental
professionals and that makes a real

difference in the level of support on offer to users
and their communication style.

Conclusion
The general benefits and USPs of the Wysdom hybrid
system added to a team of truly knowledgeable and
friendly support staff means that Wysdom will deliver a
greater all-round experience for its customers.

Wysdom will therefore offer a solution that is both
competitive and superior in many ways to that of its
PMS competitors.

Bringing the Wysdom brand back to prominence with
an expanded customer base will also allow it to grow its
other product sales and services; adding value for
customers and increasing revenues and profit as a
business; ensuringongoing company stability andvalue.

“If you have
always done it
that way, it is
probably wrong.”

Charles Kettering
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Marketing
During 2020 Wysdom re-branded to a much more modern
visual identity as shown in thisdocument andhas alsocreated
sub-brands to help potential customers understand that we
are not just about the Practice Management System. We now
have separate identities for the following:

1. wysdom.dental - PMS software and related services

2. wysdom.store - dental consumables

3. wysdom.digital - capital equipment sales and services

4. rotaangel.com - shift, pay and holiday management

We plan to use a number of routes to get our messages out to
potential customers but do not intend to include substantial
‘above the line’ (dental magazine) advertising.

It is not only relatively expensivebut verydifficult
to get noticed because of the proliferation
of titles in the sector, there are just too
many, andmost ads’ are justwhite noise
among the clinical content.

People at best skim-read because of
the sheer volume of magazines that
come to the practice so one would
have to take pages in many titles to
have any chance of serious brand
and product recognition.

We therefore plan to use:

● Direct email and hard-copy direct mail

● Linking to associations for dentists, nurses,
hygienists & practice manager groups via Social Media

● PR and dental expert ambassadors

● Referral scheme for current users and partners

● Dental exhibitions and smaller local events in key areas

● Regularly scheduled Webinars and promo videos using
animation

Even with its reduced customer base Wysdom remains a well
known, respected and recognisable name within the dental
sector, so it is very much a question of being seen to be back
in the game and to have a product that deserves serious
consideration whena dentist is consideringa changeof system
or just being forced to upgrade by their current supplier.

Dentists donot move systems easily. As busyprofessionals they
have little time to be worrying about IT and moving is a very

disruptive process but there are key motivators and pinch
points coming over the next few years that will push many
to consider their options - some are already doing so.

Our Secret Weapon
Essentially Wysdom needs to be waving the flag again and
to that end we have developed RotaAngel as a key
marketing tool.

This is a dental-specific rota scheduling system that allows
simple management of practice staff. It is the only dental

orientated software available and in initial basic
form will is FREE to use by any practice.

Call it Wysdom flag-waving.

We know that one of the biggest
headaches for businesses that have
a lot of part-time staff is managing
staff shifts and RotaAngel solves that.

This means that the Wysdom brand
will get exposure to practices using
any PMSand through it wewill beable
to demonstrate that weare back in the

game and developing tools that are not
only innovative but easy to use, save time

and deliver true value.

We feel this is a relatively easy sell to dentists and gives
us a great marketing platform for our new PMS as
well as well as acting as a regular subtle reminder about
Wysdom products and services.

A New Income Stream?
RotaAngel also gives us the opportunity to create a new
income stream with a monthly subscription-based
model that will generate an additional cash income
from the broader dental sector; both Wysdom PMS users
and non-users.

Similarly it would take very little effort in development terms
to make RotaAngel® available to other business sectors that
need similar business tools.

“You can’t solve a
problem on the same
level that it was
created. You have to
rise above it to the
next level.”

Albert Einstein
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Glenn Wynsor - MD
Glenn has extensive experience in business management
gained through his consultancy business of some 25 years. In
that time he has worked withmany SMEs as general business
advisor with particular emphasis on business sales
development, internal processes, marketing and accounts.

He has worked in a wide variety of sectors and also worked
with Wysdom's previous owners on a retained basis for many
years, though he was constantly frustrated at the lack of
pro-activity in what could have been a still thriving business.
This prompted the purchase of the business when it was
offered.

He therefore has a good understanding of the dental sector
and bringsa genuinepassion tomake thebusiness successful
for both staff and customers.

Jo Wynsor - Non-Exec’ Director
Jo has been a well respected and successful Executive
Recruiter formany years and is a fully qualified LifeCoach, so
bringing a wealth of experience in management both from a
broad business perspective and helping with personnel
management and development.

Viv Stirling - General Manager
Viv has been with Wysdom since 1997, having previously
worked as a Dental Practice Manager and with the NHS.

She therefore has a second-to-none breadth of knowledge
from both a clinical perspective and software systems that is
arguably unrivalled by any other PMS supplier. This is vital as
the underlying clinical rules required by the various NHS
authorities are incredibly complex; her depth of knowledge is
invaluable. She is particularly valued by all Wysdom clients
for her clinical understanding and the advice she offers.

Phil Costin - Lead Developer
Phil hasworked forWysdom for six years, having beenbought
in to take over software development from the original
freelance developerwho is semi-retired. Phil already hadmany
years experience in areas of software development and was
a natural fit to take on the taskof takingover from the original
developer. He has one office-based junior developer -
apprentice AndrewDocherty - and asmall teambased in India
working directly for him.

Matt Littleton - Technical Manager
Matt joinedWysdom in 2011 on computer systems support.
Since then his role has expanded and now includes all
aspects of supply, support and maintenance of networks
as well as sales and support of X-Ray & Digital Camera
equipment.

He is particularly committed to professional development
and has attended many technical courses so is qualified
to provide many other dental-related services and
equipment. He is also a natural salesman and knows how
to exploit this ability when talking to customers -
particularly when onsite. He also has a junior technician
assistant. - Josh Christmas

Kerry Arundell - Support Leader
Kerry works with Viv , Matt and Josh to provide
customer support. She has a dental background as both
nurse and practice manager so has been in the same
spot as Wysdom customers and is able to work with them
to resolve issues or just offer advice on best practice
and better use of the software. Kerry has a fabulous
personality that customers love.

Steph Matthews
Steph manages the day to day accounts functions and
covers many elements of general administration. She has
excellent attention to detail and ensures up to date and
accurate accountsand proceduresare thenorm; essential
for any business.

MaxWright - Software Developer
Max was the originaldeveloper of the WysdomDOS system.
He is now semi-retired but still works on a freelance basis
when Wysdom occasionally needs to untangle his code to
comply with NHSupdates. Though not involved directly in
the new system he brings a useful understanding of the
fundamentals ofdentistry systems that adds to theoverall
expertise being brought into the new software.

Employee Share Scheme
All members of current staff will be part of the Share
Options scheme; crucial to maintain the excellent team
and reward their efforts.
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Forecast Notes
• Due to to the recent COVID situation we do not anticipate significant capital

equipment sales to bolster income in the short term as it did in the financial year
ending 2020 so we have taken a very cautious approach to capital sales in the
following projections. We feel that realistically it will be towards the middle of 2022 at
the earliest before we can honestly start to see a sustained, significant recovery in
capital spending

• These figures only include income streams from core activities and mainly coming
from customers using the PMS. We anticipate a steady growth to around 500 PMS
users by EOY May 2026

• Current customers will be migrated from annual to monthly contracts as cash allows
but software charges will be broadly similar to current levels

• We have not included the potential for contracts for PMS or other services to
Corporate groups. We know that there is potential particularly with the groups of less
than 50 sites and have plans to capitalise on that sector as we have significant system
advantages for the sector

• The figures include growing year on year sales of items such as SMS, extra cloud
backup space, capital equipment sales & maintenance and consumables, plus
additional chargeable features income as they are released

• The RotaAngel® user base is conservatively forecast to grow to around 1,500 by May
2026 - again this is based only on clinical settings

• R&D tax credits are being claimed - hence a cash spike in September

• A substantial amount of staff costs being capitalised

• The production unit cost of a CloudPlus® server is towards £1,500 and will initially be
financed via business loans.

• CloudPlus® servers are being depreciated on a 25%
straight-line basis though we anticipate a lifespan of 5-6
years minimum so giving a net profit boost in future

• The figures include a gradual growth in staff numbers and
costs but the current offices should be able to cope in the
short to medium term as we can easily use remote working
if necessary so we do not expect major costs of a move
when the current three year rent agreement is renewed in
early 2022

• The reason that we do not need significant staff growth is that we have implemented
sophisticated management software that can handle the increasing customer
support and admin’ overhead with many integrated processes and automated
workflows

• At the same time the fundraising does allow for staff growth in the marketing which
will be key to growth

• Modest staff wage rises will be considered as finance allows
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Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Totals £ %
PMS Customers 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 37 37 39 41

RotaAngel Customers 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 30
Total Income 22,135 43,990 87,045 29,007 30,031 36,045 75,294 25,621 28,215 28,215 33,460 35,260 474,319

Less Cost of Sales 5,384 9,836 3,340 6,284 10,247 13,724 57,171 8,541 10,985 11,378 13,236 14,025 164,149 35%
Net Income 16,751 34,154 83,705 22,723 19,783 22,322 18,123 17,081 17,230 16,837 20,225 21,235 310,170 65%

Less Operating Expenses 28,306 29,083 45,286 30,499 29,854 31,582 31,078 29,725 32,265 40,047 37,749 44,904 410,377 87%
Net Profit -11,555 5,071 38,419 -7,776 -10,070 -9,260 -12,955 -12,644 -15,035 -23,209 -17,524 -23,668 100,207-           -21%

Cumulative Profit -11,555 -6,483 31,936 24,160 14,089 4,829 -8,126 -20,770 -35,805 -59,015 -76,539 -100,207 

 Cash Movement (B/F £69,790) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -23,194 -32,583 -23,472 -21,442 100,692-           
Projected EOM 42,475 25,867 68,628 27,990 -10,188 -7,994 -10,823 -16,268 -39,462 -72,045 -95,517 -116,959 

Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Totals £
PMS Customers 38 47 51 56 62 68 71 76 82 88 94 100

RotaAngel Customers 40 70 100 130 160 190 220 250 280 310 340 370
Total Income 39,847 43,271 48,271 113,846 59,996 67,146 67,571 74,146 81,296 86,446 91,596 96,746 870,178

Less Cost of Sales 15,521 16,539 17,556 18,740 19,965 22,290 22,467 23,788 25,663 26,751 27,775 28,800 265,854 31%
Net Income 24,326 26,733 30,715 95,106 40,031 44,856 45,104 50,358 55,634 59,695 63,821 67,946 604,324 69%

Less Operating Expenses 43,188 40,067 40,218 49,457 40,520 41,878 44,911 44,510 44,675 47,583 45,164 45,334 527,505 61%
Net Profit -18,863 -13,335 -9,503 45,649 -489 2,978 193 5,849 10,958 12,112 18,657 22,612 76,819             9%

Cumulative Profit -18,863 -32,197 -41,700 3,949 3,459 6,438 6,631 12,479 23,438 35,550 54,207 76,819

Net Cash Movement -49,283 -43,055 -11,457 22,118 -23,318 19,236 -17,747 5,943 19,926 10,554 2,902 36,629 27,552-             
Projected EOM -166,242 -209,298 -220,755 -198,637 -221,954 -202,718 -220,465 -214,522 -194,596 -184,042 -181,140 -144,511 

Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Totals £
PMS Customers 108 116 128 140 152 167 182 197 212 227 242 257

RotaAngel Customers 400 430 460 490 520 550 580 610 640 670 700 730
Total Income 108,547 114,846 127,446 196,046 144,646 157,971 168,296 178,621 188,946 199,271 209,596 219,921 2,014,153

Less Cost of Sales 32,767 34,062 36,509 38,156 39,867 42,425 44,383 46,404 48,362 50,320 52,342 54,300 519,895 26%
Net Income 75,780 80,784 90,937 157,890 104,780 115,547 123,914 132,217 140,584 148,951 157,255 165,622 1,494,258 74%

Less Operating Expenses 51,645 50,057 50,239 56,626 50,602 50,784 52,951 51,148 51,329 53,405 51,842 52,024 622,652 31%
Net Profit 24,135 30,727 40,698 101,264 54,177 64,762 70,963 81,069 89,255 95,546 105,413 113,598 871,607           43%

Cumulative Profit 24,135 54,862 95,560 196,824 251,001 315,763 386,726 467,796 557,050 652,596 758,009 871,607

Net Cash Movement 10,104 -12,482 52,050 92,307 11,733 96,404 70,609 59,803 116,953 114,011 59,978 150,222 821,692           
Projected EOM -134,408 -146,890 -94,840 -2,533 9,200 105,604 176,213 236,016 352,969 466,981 526,959 677,181

Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Totals £
PMS Customers 267 277 287 297 307 317 327 337 347 357 367 377

RotaAngel Customers 760 790 820 850 880 910 940 970 1,000 1,030 1,060 1,090
Total Income 224,847 232,296 239,746 307,196 254,646 262,096 269,546 276,996 284,446 291,896 299,346 306,796 3,249,853

Less Cost of Sales 55,718 57,221 58,661 60,100 61,603 63,043 64,482 65,985 67,425 68,864 70,367 71,807 765,274 24%
Net Income 169,129 175,075 181,086 247,096 193,043 199,054 205,064 211,011 217,022 223,032 228,979 234,990 2,484,579 76%

Less Operating Expenses 60,831 60,194 60,384 61,897 60,763 60,953 62,246 61,333 61,522 62,516 62,051 62,241 736,931 23%
Net Profit 108,298 114,881 120,702 185,199 132,280 138,100 142,818 149,678 155,499 160,516 166,928 172,749 1,747,648        54%

Cumulative Profit 108,298 223,178 343,880 529,079 661,359 799,459 942,277 1,091,956 1,247,455 1,407,971 1,574,899 1,747,648

Net Cash Movement 123,199 55,028 157,946 206,451 70,352 182,162 170,888 82,995 205,177 193,506 94,471 228,191 1,770,366        
Projected EOM 800,380 855,409 1,013,355 1,219,806 1,290,157 1,472,320 1,643,208 1,726,203 1,931,380 2,124,886 2,219,356 2,447,547

Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Totals £
PMS Customers 387 397 407 417 427 437 447 457 467 477 487 497

RotaAngel Customers 1,120 1,150 1,180 1,210 1,240 1,270 1,300 1,330 1,360 1,390 1,420 1,450
Total Income 308,247 315,696 323,146 390,596 338,046 345,496 352,946 360,396 367,846 375,296 382,746 390,196 4,250,653

Less Cost of Sales 68,632 70,135 71,575 73,014 74,517 75,957 77,396 78,899 80,339 81,778 83,281 84,721 920,242 22%
Net Income 239,615 245,561 251,572 317,582 263,529 269,540 275,550 281,497 287,508 293,518 299,465 305,476 3,330,411 78%

Less Operating Expenses 62,057 62,292 62,482 67,112 62,861 63,051 63,461 63,430 63,620 63,959 64,149 64,338 762,812 18%
Net Profit 177,558 183,269 189,090 250,470 200,668 206,489 212,089 218,067 223,887 229,559 235,316 241,137 2,567,599        60%

Cumulative Profit 177,558 360,828 549,917 800,387 1,001,055 1,207,543 1,419,632 1,637,699 1,861,586 2,091,145 2,326,462 2,567,599

Net Cash Movement 212,173 103,354 248,507 295,689 115,649 271,521 259,144 127,030 294,536 282,211 138,506 317,550 2,665,869        
Projected EOM 2,659,721 2,763,074 3,011,581 3,307,270 3,422,919 3,694,440 3,953,585 4,080,615 4,375,151 4,657,361 4,795,867 5,113,417

Wysdom Dental P&L - Accounting Period to May 2022 - Projections

Cashflow to May 2022

Wysdom Dental P&L - Accounting Period to May 2023 - Projections

Cashflow to May 2023

Wysdom Dental P&L - Accounting Period to May 2024 - Projections

Wysdom Dental P&L - Accounting Period to May 2025 - Projections

Cashflow to May 2025

Wysdom Dental P&L - Accounting Period to May 2026 - Projections

Cashflow to May 2026

Cashflow to May 2024

May-22

May-23

May-24

May-25

May-26



The core business will provide a good foundation both technically and financially to maximise the

opportunities for expansion intootherareas andperhaps somewe havenot even thought about today.

Most of this potential will require entering into licensing or partnerships.

As already emphasised, none of the forecasts in this proposal directly include income or increased exit value

from non-core activity such as:

• Licensing the CloudPlus® hardware andsoftware development platform for use by other software

companies in other sectors, both in the UKand other countries

• Entering other market sectors with RotaAngel - target date mid 2022

• Licensing of the PMS software outside the UK - target date late 2022

• Developing sector specific modules for the veterinary, aesthetics and other healthcare clinics

• Extending capital equipment ranges & services and consumables
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Wysdom - a limited company - has been in existence
since the late nineteen- eighties. It was one of the
earliest Practice Management System suppliers to be
certified for English & Welsh electronic
transmissions (EDI), way back in 1991. In
1993, in conjunction with the DPD in
Edinburgh, it pioneered the use of EDI in
Scotland.

The company was very successful in these early days
and had at one time over four hundred practices using
its PMS and the equipment and networks supplied on
which to run them.

By the mid & late nineties one of the three director/
founders was pushing for a Windows system to be
developed but the other two would not agree. He
therefore retired from the business in
2000 - retaining his shareholding - but
came back and bought out the other
two directors after they themselves fell
out, around 2005.

However some fundamental errors were then made that
led to more customer losses year on year:

• The Windows version developed was more of a
sideways movement rather than a start from scratch
development which meant that all the underlying
issues from using early nineties technology were
moved too, rather than using it as a learning
exercise to develop a far more modern and robust
solution

• Visually it never really lived up to
what would be considered even in
2007 a great example of a new Windows program
even though it did introduce some ground-breaking
ideas such as icons in the charting rather than
alpha numeric codes; it was still an old DOS system
with a new but rather old fashioned look

• By not developing a truly new system it was still
reliant on very old networking and underlying
database control which meant that it still needed
Wysdom supplied, installed and maintained
hardware which was not by that
time the solution the market was
looking for; dentists just wanted to
download and install it and for it to
work like any other program

• The hardware maintenance element of customer
contracts included on-site full replacement
hardware at a charge that was substantially lower

than other IT support companies would
charge. A legacy that while attractive to
customers was costly to support at best
and became more of a burden to the
company as systems became more

complex A major failing at this stage (with the new
system) was that very little effort was made to gain
new customers.

By the time the new Windows system was ready in 2007
the company had lost a significant number of its
customers and in the years that followed the decline in
customer numbers continued as people retired and sold
to new owners who were more familiar with competitors’
PMS systems.

The owners eventually decided to retire
in 2016 at which point Wysdom was
acquired by Glenn & Jo Wynsor, the

current owners. Glenn had worked with the company as
a consultant for some years and recognised the
company’s unfulfilled potential and that of the Wysdom
team and brand.

The Wynsors’ own 50% each of the issued ordinary
shares and a Golden Share is held by Glenn Wynsor.

It took a couple of years to stabilise the business and
develop new offerings like X-Ray equipment sales,

support and maintenance
(Wysdom.Digital) plus an integrated
shop for dental products like
consumables and service spares.

By this time, around 2018, a lot of thought had already
gone into the new system including the embryonic idea
of a system that was SaaS and local as some Wysdom
customers still had no access to good broadband, so
could not be moved to Cloud-only, but the stumbling
block was that no-one seemed to have an answer as to
how to actually do it with a hardware or software
solution of some sort.

This is when the idea came up of looking
at the possibility of developing a way of
doing it for ourselves. The rest is now a
pretty long - and expensive - history.
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"I have used Wysdom software for around twenty years in my multi-surgery practice. We have updated

over the years and the software now covers records, accounts, appointments, X-Rays etc – a paperless

practice.

Throughout the changes it has remained stable, well thought out, and when needed, someone has been

at the end of the phone to help us through any difficulties. Any problems have been dealt with quickly,

including the hardware which is also under contract.

Over the last few years, when everyone else has struggled with their software, we have been able to

collect correct data and cross reference with the boards figures easily. In fact our PCT has said our

system was the only one that was producing reliable results. It has been especially good in counting

UDA’s in progress and checking the schedules are correct. Over the last year I have listened and looked

at various other software packages as I have visited surgeries and spoken to surgeons and I have

realised how stable and reliable our system is."

Annette Wyllie

"We have been using Wysdom since May 1995, which dispensed of the laborious, time consuming FP17

processing on hard file and the need to regularly post off hundreds of forms. Over the years we have

found the software very staff friendly, we have trained many nurses, receptionists EVEN dentists !! to use

Wysdom, and find that after just a few days most have conquered the basics of this straight forward no

nonsense system.

Being one of the largest NHS practices using Wysdom we cannot imagine practice life with any other

software. Wysdom makes everyday practice administration so manageable and is the most user friendly

system for clinical management in the surgery environment.

We are looking forward to benefiting further from the new updated Wysdom software that we shall have

the pleasure of experiencing hands on"

Hennie Van De Merwe
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Company & Contact Information

To discuss the options available or ask any questions regarding this
opportunity contact MD Glenn Wynsor

Wysdom Dental Technologies Ltd

Unit 29, Stratford Office Village

Walker Avenue

Wolverton Mill

Milton Keynes MK12 5TW

tel: 01908 324045

mobile: 07864 704114

email: glenn@wysdom.co.uk

Company Number:

SC114467

Registered Office :

Blue Square Virtual Offices, 272 Bath Street, Glasgow, G2 4JR


